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RAPIDO VIA F40PH-2D REBUILD:  
IMPROVEMENTS AND FINAL FINISHING 
BY MANNY JACOB 
NOVEMBER, 2021 

Rapido Trains Inc (Markham, Ontario) in May, 2017 released an HO scale model of VIA Rail's rebuilt F40PH-2D locomotive. The prototype 

locomotives were originally built in three classes by General Motors Diesel (GMD) of London, Ontario, between 1986 and 1989. After many years 

of service, they were rebuilt by Canadian Allied Diesel (CAD) Industries of Lachine, Quebec between 2006 and 2012. Several physical and 

operating features were updated or added, including a new cabinet over the rear platform. 

The Rapido model represents the rebuilds which were originally 1989-built GPA-30c units 6430-6458. These differed to earlier-built GPA-30a and 

GPA-30b units slightly. On the rebuilds, the visible details that differentiate the original classes are the access plates along the middle roofline on 

each side of the locomotive plus the vent plate installed between cab steps on the conductor's side. Now all classed as GPA-30H, rebuilds which 

were originally in the GPA-30c series have two columns of louvers on all three hatches/plate instead of a single column of louvers. 

The Rapido team has produced a world-class model that any present-day model railroader or VIA fan should be proud to own. The following 

document illustrates the observed differences between the prototype and the model, allowing the modeller to upgrade their model if so 

desired. 

The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Tim Hayman in researching and supplying some of the data and photos in this presentation. 

Suggested changes 
 

1. build and install 3 digital fuel display parts, paint black (ensure parts will not interfere with shell removal) 
2. build and install post-2013 styrene interior forward facing cab camera 
3. paint vertical radiator grill bars Rapido ProtoPaint VIA Teal #330022 
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4. adjust the angle of wipers with tweezers (be careful, windshield could get scratched)  
5. adjust the angle of all coupler lift bars (should be on downward angle, not straight across) 
6. remove coupler trip pins, replace centering springs, apply rust to couplers 
7. remove existing speed recorder, add new Detail Associates #TK2807 speed recorder to correct journal, add Miniatures by Eric #B22 

journal to former speed recorder journal, paint black 
8. scratch-build and add post-2013 small GPS antenna (or remove larger white GPS Sinclair antenna for pre-2013), paint white 
9. add two large rear engineer's side grills, dry-brush weather (use fine etchings) 
10. paint red xenon light outer circle (steady hand + tiny paintbrush) 
11. dry-brush dark weather caps of all five emergency horn trumpets 
12. paint bug shield brackets black 
13. carefully dry-brush dark weather face of bug shield 
14. add anti-hunting dampers (optional, may cause truck swing issues) 

15. add grey or silver stripe around base of orange cab roof light (optional, use tiny decal stripe) 
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Questions and comments are always welcome – contact the author at railbus.ca 

THE END 


